પરિચય:-

આપણી સમયેની વિદ્યાભાવના તથા સામ્રાજ્યપ્રદેશી વિભાગીય અમલપાટ સમિતિના સર્વ સભાદયોને તથા સમયેની વિદ્યાભાવના અમલપાટ તથા સર્વ સભાદયોને સભાશીલ ઓઝફલાયાનું છે, દીનથી, સમાધી વિદ્યાભાવના પણ સુધીસી, SU/DPS/344/17 તા. 25-03-2017ની વેલ્યુમ્ વધારે વધી માત. ઉત્તર પ્રદેશને આ સભાના પરિણામ પરિયુક્ત '1' અને '2' મુ વના ઉચ્ચ વિદ્યાભાવના MPM (ઉત્તર પ્રદેશ) અમલપાટ વચ્ચે તારે કેટલાપ અને માધ્યમિક વિદ્યાભાવના અમલપાટ વચ્ચે માધ્યમિક પરિયુક્ત છે, તે મુ વના તથા વના અમલ કરવા આપ્યું તથા સર્વ સભાદયોને વેલ્યુમ્ કરવાના આપ્યું છે.

સાથે છે :- મેનેજર '1' અને '2'

પાણી ન. '1મી '2' (શ્રી. ભી. કુ.)

(શ્રી. દિ. જી. પદાર્થ)

I/C. પુલાવિંદજ

રચના કરું:

ચંદ્રધાન્દજ,

વિદ્યાધાર અધિકારી

(ઓનલાઈન વિદ્યા)

પ્રથી,

(1) સમયેની વિદ્યાભાવના દેશની સામ્રાજ્યપ્રદેશી વિભાગીય અમલપાટ સમિતિના સર્વ સભાદયો

(2) સમયેની વિદ્યાભાવના સર્વ સભાદયો

(3) અમલપાટ, સમયેની ભયાન, સીટાશાટ યુનિવર્સિટી, રાજકોट.

નકલ સાફટ રાજકોટ :-

1. કુલાપાંદી/કુલાપાંદી અંગત સભાશીલ
2. દીનથી, સમાધી વિદ્યાભાવના
3. ચંદ્રધાનદજી (ઉત્તર પ્રદેશ તમામ શ્રી. જી. સભા)
4. વિદ્યાભાવના, કોલમુલ્લ સેન્ટર, સીટાશાટ યુનિવર્સિટી, રાજકોટ (રાજકોટ અંગત પ્રસિદધ અંગ)
5. પ્રી. શ્રી. બાબુ. વિદ્યા ન્યાયાલ્ય
6. લોકસાહા વિદ્યા
Annexure I

The following points should be required to change:

- **Current ordinance point for batch admitted in academic year 2014-15 and 2015-16:**

  O.MPM (Integrated)-4 : To continue in 9th semester student must have cleared all previous semesters.

  R.MPM (Integrated)-8(iv) : At any point of time student can have maximum 2 backlogs/FF grade pending.

  R.MPM (Integrated)-8(viii) : If Student aggregate is less than 50% but more than 40% in all heads, then over all semester result is fail. Student has to reappear in exam to improve aggregate. He/she can take remedial exam in the subject with grade (CC/DD). Maximum number of subject one can take is three and fresh score will always be considered as the latest one.

- **After changes:**

  O.MPM (Integrated)-4 : To continue in 9th semester student must have cleared all previous semesters. In case of B. Pharm. degree, the result of the semester VIII will not be declared unless the candidate has obtain minimum marks for passing in remaining papers of semester I to VII examination.

  Result of semester VIII will be declared only when candidate is passing in all subjects including head of passing by obtaining minimum marks.

  In case of Master of Pharmacy Management degree, result of semester XI will not be declared unless the candidate has obtain
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minimum marks for passing in remaining papers of semester IX to XI examination.

R.MPM (Integrated)-8(iv) : Student shall be eligible to obtain admission in next higher semester if he/she having less than 5 backlog including theory, practical in any component like internal, external etc. at any point of time.

R.MPM (Integrated)-8(viii) : If Student aggregate is less than 50% but more than 40% in all heads, then over all semester result is fail. Student has to reappear in exam to improve aggregate. He/she can take remedial exam in the subject with grade (CC/DD). Maximum number of subject one can take is three of their choice and fresh score will always be considered as the latest one.

Annexure II

The Following points should be required to change:

❖ Current ordinance point for batch admitted in academic year 2016-17 and onwards:

O.MPM (Integrated)-3 : A student can apply for award of B. Pharm. Degree after successful completion of semester 1st to 8th and he/she will be eligible to receive the B. Pharm degree as well as a degree of Master of Pharmacy Management after successful completion of all the 11 semester.

O.MPM (Integrated)-6 : To Pass any of the examination, students will be required to obtain at least 40% marks in each of the head of the passing.
R.MPM (Integrated)-6 : The class division will be awarded as per below mention provision:

a) The candidate obtaining the aggregate percentage from 50 to less than 60% aggregate marks obtained in all semester together in a single attempt (up to sem VIII for B.Pharm & up to XI for Master of Pharmacy Management) will be awarded a SECOND Class.

b) The candidate obtaining below 75% but less than equal to 60% aggregate marks obtained in all semester together in a single attempt (VIII for B.Pharm & XI for Master of Pharmacy Management) will be awarded a FIRST Class.

c) The candidate obtaining greater than equal to 75% aggregate marks obtained in all semester together in a single attempt (VIII for B.Pharm & XI for Master of Pharmacy Management) will be awarded a DISTINCTION class.

R.MPM (Integrated)-8(ii) : After adding the internal marks (maximum 20) with the marks secured by the student in the university examination (maximum 80), the marks will be converted to letter grades as per the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Point</th>
<th>Lower Limit (A)</th>
<th>Upper Limit (B)</th>
<th>For deciding grade point, ranges</th>
<th>Grade Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest : 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0 &lt;= P &lt; 39</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest : 5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40 &lt;= P &lt; 49</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>50 &lt;= P &lt; 59</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>60 &lt;= P &lt; 69</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>70 &lt;= P &lt; 79</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>80 &lt;= P &lt; 89</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest : 10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>90 &lt;= P &lt;= 100</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
R.MPM (Integrated)-S(viii) : If student aggregate is less than 50% but more than 49% in all heads, then overall semester result is fail. Student has to reappear in exam to improve aggregate. He/she can take remedial exam in the subject with grade (CC/DD). Fresh score will always be considered as the latest one.

After changes:

O.MPM (Integrated)-3 : A student can apply for award of B. Pharm. Degree after successful completion of semester 1st to 8th and he/she will be eligible to receive the B. Pharm degree as well as a degree of Master of Pharmacy Management after successful completion of all the 11 semester.

To continue in 9th semester student must have cleared all previous semesters. In case of B. Pharm. degree, the result of the semester VIII will not be declared unless the candidate has obtained minimum marks for passing in remaining papers of semester I to VII examination.

Result of semester VIII will be declared only when candidate is passing in all subjects including head of passing by obtaining minimum marks.

In case of Master of Pharmacy Management degree, result of semester XI will not be declared unless the candidate has obtained minimum marks for passing in remaining papers of semester IX to XI examination.

O.MPM (Integrated)-6 : To Pass any of the examination (Internal or External), students will be required to obtain at least 40% marks in each of the head of the passing.
O.MPM (Integrated)-15 : All the standards and norms of statutory council like AICTE and PCI shall become part of syllabus and curriculum as revised by these apex bodies from time to time.

R.MPM (Integrated)-6 : The class division will be awarded as per below mention provision:

a) The candidate obtaining the aggregate percentage from 50 to less than 60% aggregate marks obtained in all semester taken together (up to sem VIII for B.Pharm & up to XI for Master of Pharmacy Management) will be awarded SECOND class.

b) The candidate obtaining below 75% but greater than or equal to 60% aggregate marks obtained in all semester taken together (up to sem VIII for B.Pharm & up to XI for Master of Pharmacy Management) will be awarded FIRST Class.

c) The candidate obtaining greater than or equal to 75% aggregate marks obtained in all semester taken together (up to sem VIII for B.Pharm & up to XI for Master of Pharmacy Management) will be awarded FIRST class with DISTINCTION.

R.MPM (Integrated)-8(ii) : After adding the internal marks (maximum 20) with the marks secured by the student in the university examination (maximum 80), the marks will be converted to letter grades as per the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Point</th>
<th>Lower Limit (A)</th>
<th>Upper Limit (B)</th>
<th>For deciding grades point, ranges</th>
<th>Grade Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest : 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$0 \leq P &lt; 40$</td>
<td>FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest : 5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>$40 \leq P &lt; 50$</td>
<td>DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>$50 \leq P &lt; 60$</td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>$60 \leq P &lt; 70$</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>$70 \leq P &lt; 80$</td>
<td>BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>$80 \leq P &lt; 90$</td>
<td>AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest : 10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>$90 \leq P \leq 100$</td>
<td>AA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
R.MPM (Integrated)-8(viii): If Student aggregate is less than 50% but more than 40% in all heads, then over all semester result is fail. Student has to reappear in exam to improve aggregate. He/she can take remedial exam in the subject with grade (CC/DD). Maximum number of subject one can take is three of their choice and fresh score will always be considered as the latest one.